Agenda
ADC Directors’ Meeting
Saturday, October 2, 2004 – Frontenac Room
(Westin Harbour Castle Hotel, Toronto, Ontario)

7:30 – 8:00 am  Breakfast buffet

8:00 – 8:05 am  Welcome: Martin Farlow, MD, ADC Executive Committee Chair

8:05 – 9:00 am  NIA Update:
    Richard Hodes, PhD, Director, National Institute of Aging
    Marcelle Morrison-Bogorad, PhD, Associate Director, NNA
    Creighton Phelps, PhD, Director, ADC Program

9:00 – 9:15 am  Genetics Initiative
    Richard Mayeux, MD MSc

9:15 – 9:30 am  Clinical Task Force Update
    John Morris, MD, Chair

9:30 – 9:35 am  Neuropsychiatric Working Group
    Jeffrey Cummings, MD, Univ. of California Los Angeles

9:35 – 9:45 am  NACC Update
    Walter Kukull, PhD, Director

9:45 – 10:00 am  Coffee break


10:00 – 10:30 am  ApoE and Apoptosis
    Warren Strittmatter, MD, Duke University

10:30 – 11:00 am  ApoE Modulation of A-beta Deposition in a Transgenic Mouse Model of AD
    Ronald DeMattos, PhD, Lilly Research Laboratories

11:00 – 11:30 am  Cholesterol, ApoE, and Statins
    G. William Rebeck, PhD, Georgetown University

11:30 – 12:00 pm  Apolipoprotein E: From Structure to Alzheimer’s Disease
    Karl Weisgraber, PhD, Univ. of California San Francisco

12:00 – 1:30 pm  Lunch break
Agenda
Data Core Leaders/Managers Meeting
Saturday, October 2, 2004 – Frontenac Room
(Westin Harbour Castle Hotel, Toronto, Ontario)

1:30 pm Welcome and introductions  
Walter Kukull, PhD, NACC Director  
Thomas Koepsell, MD PhD, NACC Co-Director

1:35 pm UDS Update  
John Morris, MD, and other members of the ADC Clinical Task Force

3:00 pm Break

3:20 pm UDS Data System Development and Implementation  
Duane Beekly, NACC Computing Systems Director

3:40 pm UDS Data Quality Assurance and Quality Control  
Brenda Kurland, PhD, NACC Biostatistician

4:00 pm Current Quality Control Measures at Selected ADCs  
• Joe Webster and Joan Reisch, PhD, Univ. of Texas Southwestern  
• Suzette Levenson, PhD, Boston University

4:30 pm Open discussion  
Moderated by Tom Koepsell and Duane Beekly
Agenda
Education Core Leaders’ Meeting
“The Reinvention of the ADC Education Cores”

Friday, October 1, 2004 – Harbour A Room
(Westin Harbour Castle Hotel, Toronto, Ontario)

1:00 pm Welcome and Introductions – Steering Committee
   Chair: Eric Tangalos, MD, Mayo Clinic-Rochester
   Mary Austrom, PhD, Indiana University
   Lisa Gwyther, MSW CCSW, Duke University
   Tom Meuser, PhD, Washington University
   Darby Morhardt, MSW, Northwestern University

1:15 pm NIA Updates
   Elisabeth Koss, PhD, Assistant Director, ADC Program
   Results and Insights from the ADC-Alzheimer’s Association Survey
   Marcelle Morrison-Bogorad, PhD, Associate Director, NNA
   NIA Genetics Initiative and the Role of the Ed Cores

2:15 pm ADEAR and the Genetics Initiative
   Pat Lynch, Alzheimer’s Disease Education And Referral Center

2:30 pm Alzheimer’s Association
   Kathleen O’Brien, Sr. VP of Program & Community Services, Alzheimer’s Association
   Campaign for Quality
   Eric Tangalos
   People, Science and Medicine

2:55 pm Special presentation by Mary Austrom and Lisa Gwyther (song)

3:00 pm Break

3:15 pm Newsletters – Jason Karlawish, MD and Kara Krissel, University of Pennsylvania
   Objectives:
   1. Review newsletter publication, content, and formatting practices of Centers (PowerPoint slides showing positive examples);
   2. Suggest strategies to improve newsletter appearance and content to maximize educational impact;
   3. Discuss a system whereby Centers can share newsletter content and ideas in the future.

3:45 pm Opportunities for Collaboration and Resource Sharing
   Mary Mittelman, Margaret Sewell and Karen Bell – NY CARE
   (Collaborative effort of NYC Alzheimer’s Association chapter and NYC ADCs for training and subject recruitment)
   Mary Sundsmo – UCSD/ADCS Recruitment Strategies
   (Linking Ed Cores with ADCS group and Alzheimer’s Association collaborative)

4:45 pm Steering Committee
   • Leadership and membership
   • 2005 Education Conference:
     - What has already been done?
     - How can we be more inclusive?
     - Opportunities for additional meetings – AGS or GSA
       Should the Ed Cores try to meet formally at other times throughout the year?
       Are other forums now appropriate for greater visibility?
     - Summary: Action steps for more collaboration

7:00 pm Ed Core Directors Dinner (optional) – The Courthouse Restaurant, 57 Adelaide St E, Toronto